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OBJECTIVES

• Importance of Opening Statements

• Tips for Opening Statements in Child Abuse Cases

• Tips for Closing Arguments

• Arguments for Common Issues in Child Abuse Cases



OPENING STATEMENTS

• Studies that show opening extremely important

• Primacy Effect

• Backed by extensive literature. 

• Once people form an opinion or develop a theory, even if based on 
incomplete or inaccurate information, they are far less likely to change 
their minds when later confronted with contradictory information. 

• At beginning of trial, jurors are more attentive, engaged, curious, & open 
minded 

• As trial continues & jurors are bombarded with tons of information:

• Minds naturally grow tired, overwhelmed, & disinterested. 
Consequently, they begin to process and remember this secondary 
information to a lesser degree.

Dubin, J., Incorporating Memorable Demonstratives Into Opening Statements, 39 Champion 54 (2015)



CONFIRMATION BIAS

• Phenomenon that information is more influential when it appears 

earlier rather than later

• After individuals form an impression, they tend to discount or reject 

any additional facts that challenge their established view/theory

• Jurors are likely to process information learned later in the trial in the 

context of the opinion they already formed based on information 

they learned during opening statements . 

• Jurors do change their minds. 

• The research , however, underscores the importance of making that 

first impression is as persuasive as possible

Dubin, J., Incorporating Memorable Demonstratives Into Opening Statements, 39 Champion 54 (2015)



STORYTELLING

Storytelling in the opening statement is all about the 

creation of strong mental images that will endure 

throughout the trial… The objective of the trial 

lawyer is to cause the jurors to visualize the events 

and picture the story as the lawyer desires it.

Powell, G., Opening Statements: The Art of Storytelling, 31 Stetson L. Rev. 89 (90)



STORYTELLING

It is essential that the trial lawyer recognize that what is taking 

place is only slightly different from that which occurs around the 

campfire, in the movie theater, or at the child's bedside. 

He or she must realize that it is a form of communication as old 

as humankind itself. It is an art form that long preceded the advent 

of the trial lawyer. Yet, its objective is the same: to communicate 

to an audience the occurrence of some event, and to do so in a 

way that will affect the audience to the desired result.

Powell, G., Opening Statements: The Art of Storytelling, 31 Stetson L. Rev. 89 (90)



STORYTELLING

"Lawsuit stories often suffer from their close 

association with lawyers. Many lawyers cannot help 

but choke the humanity out of a story by reducing it 

to its legal essentials."

Powell, G., Opening Statements: The Art of Storytelling, 31 Stetson L. Rev. 89



EXAMPLE

Kaylah

“To her, the name father was another 

name for love” ~ Fanny Fern



EXAMPLES

Literary Examples:

• "All children, except one, grow up.” ~ Opening line of Peter Pan

• "My name was Salmon, like the fish; first name, Susie. I was fourteen when I was 
murdered on December 6, 1973.”  ~ The Lovely Bones

Non-Literary Examples:

• “This is a case about obstruction. It is about lying to federal agents. It is about 
perjury. It is about fabricating evidence, and it's about cheating investors in the stock 
market. These crimes were part of a cover-up, a cover-up by the defendants 
Martha Stewart and Peter Bacanovic, about something that happened on 
December 27, 2001.”

• "The evidence in this case will show that Michael Jackson literally put his life in the 
hands of Conrad Murray.  The evidence in this case will show that Michael Jackson 
trusted his life to the medical skills of Conrad Murray."

Page, C., Not So Very Bad Beginnings: What Fiction can Teach Lawyers About Beginning A persuasive Legal Argument Before a Court

86 Miss. L.J. 315 (2017)



OPENING TIPS

• Create an emotional connection with what happened to this 

child

• Refer to victim by their name, nickname (if allowed), or child

• ”Victim,” while accurate, is more sterile than we need to be with a 

child

• Watch what the defense says!

• Are they stating things in opening that are inadmissible?

• If they spend entire opening humanizing defendant with inadmissible 

“evidence,” doesn’t matter if defendant ever takes the stand 



OPENING TIPS

• Discuss Things Jurors Won’t Get

• No DNA, injuries, eye-witnesses, limited or no corroboration

• If there will be explanation from witness, discuss it in opening!

• Ex: You will hear from Nurse who will tell you that physical injuries, even in acute 

cases, are rare.  She will explain why.  

• *Don’t be afraid to discuss specifics that witness will talk about on stand!

• Reset the bar

• Discuss Bad Facts

• Don’t Overpromise!



DON’T OVERPROMISE

84.6%

71.3%

Frank, M. & O. Morera, Professionalism and Advocacy at Trial - Real Jurors Speak in Detail About the Performance of  Their Advocates

64 Baylor L. Rev. 1



VISUAL AIDS

• On average, humans retain 
only 15% of information 
received from audible sources. 
Retention climbs to 65% when 
the information is delivered 
visually 

Michael E. Cobo, A Strategic Approach to Demonstrative 
Exhibits and Effective Jury Presentations, 395 PLI/LIT 359 

(1990)

• Another study found the 
average person retains 87% of 
information presented visually, 
but only 10% of information 
presented orally

Robert F. Seltzer, Evidence and Exhibits at Trial, 387 PLI/LIT 371, 
379 (1990).



OPENING VISUAL AIDS
• 2013 study compared 

opening arguments delivered 

with and without simple 

PowerPoint visuals:

• Mock jurors persuaded 

more often when an 

attorney used visuals. 

• Visual aids correlated not 

only with the level of juror 

persuasion, but also with 

recollection of evidence 

and perceptions of the 

advocates

Park, J. & Feigenson, N., Effects of a Visual Technology on Mock Juror Decision-Making, 27 Applied Cognitive Psychcl. 235-246 (2013)



ADMISSIBILITY OF VISUAL AIDS

In Georgia

• The use of such a visual aid is a permissible part of the opening statement, as its 

purpose is to assist the jury to understand and to remember the evidence. The trial 

court properly instructed jurors that what the attorneys said not evidence.

• Phillips v. State, 287 GA 560 (2010)

• Be careful about showing evidence (ex – pictures)

• Should be fine: how is it different that telling what we expect evidence 

to show

• But some recent cases that leave door open to defense arguments –

not strong cases that definitively say allowable.
• Phillips v. State, 287 Ga 560 (2010) – more permissive

• Lewis v. State, 293 Ga 110 (2013) – a bit more cautionary (court ”remedied the timing 

issue” by telling prosecutor to take them down)



TIPS FOR CLOSING



CLOSING ARGUMENTS

• You’re no longer talking about what ”the evidence will 

show”, you’re now arguing what it means

• You can make all reasonable inferences from the 

evidence

• Be Passionate!!

• These cases allow for us to get passionate

• The jury should be outraged as well

• It is completely fine to remind the jury of their duties



CLOSING ARGUMENTS

• Splitting vs. Reserving

• Which is better strategically?

• Not letting defense respond to a word you say VS. digging 

self out of hole after defense talks first.

• Your job is to explain to jury:

• Legal terms in non-legal way

• What their duties and roles are

• What you want them to do & why they should do it



JUROR DUTIES AND ROLES



Duty to Follow the Law

Fair and impartial juror

Honestly seeking the

TRUTH

You are not to seek doubt



Duty to Deliberate

Every juror has duty to deliberate

If  a juror refuses, you can bring to 

Judge’s attention



Scientific 
Evidence

Evidnce Left 
at Scene

Passion

Public Feeling

Public
Opinion

Sympathy

For Defendant

Prejudice

Penalty &
Punishment

Disagree
with Law

Statements

Expert 
Testimony

Common 
Sense

Motive to Lie

Testimony of 
Witnesses

Elements of 
Crime

Photos & 
Documents

Juror’s Duty

Unhappy with 
Police

Testimony of 
Victim



EXPLAINING LEGAL TERMS



Presumption of  Innocence

Legal presumption until State 

proves guilt beyond a reasonable doubt

This does NOT mean defendant is 

actually innocent



Reasonable Doubt



Reasonable Doubt

Means exactly what it says:

REASONABLE

Based upon common sense and reason

Not vague or arbitrary doubt

Doubt for which reason can be given

Not required to prove beyond all doubt / 
mathematical certainty



Reasonable Doubt

Definition:

A reasonable doubt is the doubt of  a

Fair-Minded

Impartial Juror

Honestly Seeking the Truth





Reasonable Doubt & Evidence



Testimony of  a Single Witness

The testimony of  a single witness, if  

believed, is sufficient to establish a fact

Cast Director



SPECIFIC DEFENSES



THE CHILD IS LYING



CHILD IS LYING

• First always ask: What motivation would child have to lie?

• If “motivation,” make sure you think it through

• ”Motivations”:

• Divorce

• Doesn’t Like Defendant

• Victim in Trouble – Deflecting

• If no motivation – highlight that to jury!

• Even if defense doesn’t bring it up



CHILD IS LYING

• How could child maintain the lie

• Use Child Hearsay statute to your advantage

• Potentially unlimited witnesses (subject to judge)

• How could child maintain consistent story over time if lying?

• Potential Witnesses:

~ Outcry Witness ~ Responding Ofc. ~ Parents / Family

~ Forensic Interviewer ~Medical Professionals 

~ Testimony at Trial!



Spring 2011 
Molestation

Thanksgiving 
2012 

Molestation

Told Sister 
December 

2012

Told Aunt / 
Cousin 

January 4, 
2013



Spoke with 
Defendant’s 

Wife 
between 

1/4/13 and 
1/9/14. 

1/9/13: 
Police 
Called

1/22/13:

Forensic 
Interview

Testimony 
In Court

(2014)



Victim has been consistent

Every 

Single

Time



CHILD IS LYING

• Importance of Contextual Details

• Expert should explain concept to jury

• If allowed, identify some examples from the interview

• Imperative you argue these

• Contextual Details are how we know a child EXPERIENCED these 

things

• No one told them

• They didn’t dream it up



Contextual Details

• Take off  dirty socks

• Change pants

• Spray Deodorant

• Smelled her armpits

– Then licked breasts

• Wrapped legs around 
hers 

• Described how they were 
lying in bed

– For all the various acts

• Asked her if  she liked 
satisfying him

– Didn’t want to upset him

• Put tongue in her mouth

• Pushed head down with 
hands

• He kept saying it felt 
good

• Asked if  she liked it

• Licking her “privacy”



Contextual Details

• Licking her vagina “felt 

nasty”

– Tickled in a bad way

• “Hurt” when he put 

penis in her vagina

• Told her to “toot” her 

butt up

• Licked finger & placed 

into vagina and anus

• Hurt when put penis “in 

[her] butthole”

– “I said OW quietly” 

• Had to wipe sheets 2X

– Sheets wet with “white 

stuff ”

• Put sheets in closet

• Cleaned her “butt and 

crotch” with washcloth



CHILD IS LYING

• Someone putting child up to this

• Must address head on: Easiest trap for jurors to fall in

• Is there anything other than mere speculation?

• Examples:

• Defendant just says “she hates me,” no specifics

• Defendant previously caught defrauding mom out of money

• Defendant caught cheating on mom

• Always comes back to the specifics child gives

• Young child not going to be able to extrapolate contextual 
details

• Consistency of Statements



CHILD IS “LYING”

• Suggestibility

• Used to be attack on forensic interviewers

• Now common for non-offending caregiver

• Purposeful

• Accidental (”hovering mother”)

• Remember, as child gets older, “suggestibility” decreases

• 4-6 year olds most at risk

• Drops drastically each passing year

• 10 year old no more suggestible than an adult



CHILD IS LYING

• Wouldn’t the lie be better??

• Truth is stranger than fiction

• Argue to jury that if this was a lie, why would the child put 
“bad facts” in the narrative

• Other people in house / in same bed / next room

• Just Touching vs. More Egregious Facts

• Defendant saying / doing “nice” things (“I love you” vs. 
threats) 

• Continued to be around defendant

• Argue odd facts prove child telling truth!



Wouldn’t the Lie be Better??

• Wouldn’t she say (Family Friend’s House):

– no one walked in at incident at her house?

– no one else around, instead of  family members 

sleeping in other rooms?

– she saw his penis?

• Instead she said she didn’t see or feel anything

– He did more than just hump her

If  this was all a lie



Wouldn’t the Lie be Better??

• Wouldn’t she say (Oral Sodomy):

– Mother wasn’t in kitchen close by

– Other family members weren’t home

– Door wasn’t open

– That defendant touched other areas of  her body

– That she didn’t go back to room to finish watching 

TV

If  this was all a lie



Wouldn't the Lie be Better??

• Wouldn’t she say (Windsor Square):

– Mom wasn’t downstairs

– Defendant did more than suck her breasts

– Defendant put hands on other parts of  her body

– Defendant did more than just stare at her when 

mom went to Wendy’s

If  this was all a lie



NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE



NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE

• Classic Defense Argument

• Reasonable Doubt



NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE

• CSI Effect

• Diminish CSI Effect

• Starts in voir dire 

• Remind jurors that DNA, other forensic evidence relatively 

new

• Law has always and still allows for convictions without 

physical evidence

• Testimony of a Single Witness

• Consistency and Contextual Details Imperative



NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE

• Reminder of all the puzzle pieces – that’s your evidence!

Forensic 

Interview

In Court 

Testimony

Consistent

Testimony

Med

Findings 

or Why 

None 

Found

Expert 

Testimony

Non-Abuse

Corroboration

Emotional 

Response

Family 

Dynamics

Defendant’s 

Statement

Other Bad 

Acts

Wouldn’t 

Lie

Be

Better?

School Issues Age

Of 

Child

No 

Motive 

to 

Lie

Details 

of 

Abuse

Investigation

Any 

Physical 

Evidence

Photos/

Documents

Dynamics 

of 

Disclosure

Circumstantial

Evidence



MISCELLANEOUS DEFENSES



ACCIDENT

• I accidentally touched (body part) – taken out of context

• Very Fact Specific:

• Touching of breast over clothes in a public area – may 

need more to convince jury

• Male babysitter accidentally touching 13 year old boys 

penis while bathing him in the bathtub with his 5 year 

old brother, and the 13 year old shouldn’t have been in 

tub to begin with

• If Ridiculous, treat it as such in closing!



WATCHING PORN

• Child knows about these sexual acts because they watched 

porn

• But how can young child extrapolate more details:

• Way it feels, tastes, smells

• Children don’t imagine details like that out of blue

• Teenagers:

• Go back to why would they lie & consistency of outcry

• But not seen as much with older kids



TRAVELING DNA

• Defendant masturbated into a towel, and victim must have 

used that towel

• Where was the DNA found??

• Exterior of body vs interior

• Must ask proper questions of DNA expert

• Possible vs. Probable

• Argue: Desperation if this is the only defense they can 

come up with

• But how else do you explain the DNA?



MY CLIENT IS A GOOD PERSON

WOULD NEVER DO SOMETHING LIKE 

THIS



My Client is a Good Person



THE RESULT



THE RESULT



• Technical Assistance

• Training

• Resources/Monographs

• Expert Witness 

Recommendations

• Defense Witness 

Information

• Newsletter

• Online Motions Database

• Webinars

www.APAInc.org

www.ChildAbuseProsecution.org
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